In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is essential to create a safe campus environment for students, faculty, and staff. One important step in protecting everyone’s health is monitoring individuals for fevers. Actively checking people’s temperatures on campus* lowers the risk of infection and offers peace of mind to the campus community.

Human temperature monitoring enhances safety for everyone on campus. Sodexo provides guidance and support in designing and implementing a human temperature monitoring program. We leverage the expertise of global health and safety professionals to help campuses select the right equipment, develop standard operating procedures, and thoroughly train staff to create a safe, secure campus environment.

*subject to local legislation

Help everyone on campus feel at ease with secure human temperature monitoring.
Safety and Security

Human temperature monitoring makes your commitment to safety immediately clear, and it is an effective tool in fighting the spread of infections on campus.

Physical Temperature Checking*
- Provision of monitoring equipment and training for your team
- Instant thermal images report temperatures higher than 37°C/98.9°F
- Temperature checking equipment for quick-moving queues at entrances

Infection Prevention
- Ensure safety with physical distancing, PPE and contactless service
- Reduce possible exposure on campus
- Provide disinfection services for spaces

Enhanced Access Control
- Establish access control scheme to supervise all entrances and exits
- Tightly monitor building capacity, queues and foot traffic routes
- Reduce visitor apprehension and improve safety

*subject to local legislation

Learn more about Sodexo’s complete range of services at www.us.sodexo.com/universities, or by contacting us at email: universities.us@1.sodexo.com or call us at 833-955-1496